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Introduction!
Beginning in 4th grade, the Napa
! Unified School District, students
received only 40 minutes of music instruction once a week, which is around
26 hours of instruction total per year. Compared to other parts of the world
this amount of instructional time allotted to music is somewhat shocking. In
Finland students receive 160 hours per year, Singapore is 68 hours per
year, and closer to Napa in Clovis Unified students receive 42 hours per
year. This project sought to deal with this issue with time in order to keep
pace with other music programs of the world.!
!
! The main purpose of this study is to provide the 4th and 5th grade band
students with the resources, tools, and aids to help them to learn how to
learn independently; teaching skills involved in building independence, selfawareness, self-improvement with regard to their upon their musical
abilities. It was important to focus on how to teach students to learn how to
set clear and challenging goals for themselves, learn to problem solve, and
reflect and grow through self-assessment; and also to make sure that
students have access to and utilize digital models, practice tools, strategies
and suggestions for areas of focus during their practice to reach their goals.!
!
! It was important to make sure that this resource or instructional hub be
a place where students were safe to test out things on their own with
varying levels of guidance throughout their learning process. The intention
was for students to walk away with a better understanding of this thing
called practicing, and that is the mission of Practice Pal™. !

!
Provide students with practice and support through the following:!
Create play-along videos for each instrument, as a tool or model.!
Setting clear and definite goals for their practice sessions!
Self-assess while practicing!
Work slowly with intent !
Break down music!
into increments:!
Chunk!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
And focus on fundamentals:!
Posture !
Breathe Support!
Embouchure and Setup!
Articulation and Tonguing!
Tone Quality and Control!
Rhythmic Precision!
Pitch and Intonation!

Conclusions

Measurement of Student Success!
The Reflective Log can help students track growth of their playing:!

This project has been its own path of finding an answer to a
question: how best to teach students to be independent, effective
practitioners of music. As this project is launched it is almost certain that
questions, problems, issues, and other difficulties will arise with each
new year of teaching and each new student; but thankfully Practice
Pal™ was not made in stone. The beauty of setting a goal and working
to reach it is one has no idea what they will learn along the way and
where they will actually end up. “When students build independence,
aural discrimination, and the ability to plan and evaluate their own
practicing, at some point they may be able to become their own
teachers”, and that should be the goal of all teachers” (Kostka, 2004).!
!
!
!
!
If you have built your castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that
is where they should be. Now put the foundations underneath them. !
!
- Henry David Thoreau !
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Teaching Mastery & Independent Learning!

!

Purpose of Study !
! The purpose of this project was to create a website where students
could access practice guides, such as tutorial videos, interactive practice
logs, and quizzes, where students would learn how to practice on their
own. This project was also intended to not be a place of easy answers
and ‘spoon feeding’, which tells students exactly what is wrong and how
to fix it; a behavior which is not conducive to nurturing creative, critical,
independent thinking but instead fosters compliance in students.!

!
!

Methods!
! While it is important for students to practice outside of class, it was
important to consider the issue of quality versus quantity. One must be
sure, as a music educator to weight the value of goal or grade-oriented
learning versus learning or mastery oriented learning and its impact on
student motivation; and also examine the effect of meaningful learning
goals, using analysis, compare and contrast, and creative processes, on
student motivation. In using Practice Pal™, it was the hope that students
would learn to be able to set their own goals, use aids such as tutorial
videos, and log their growth through reflective logs all on their own during
their practice sessions. Students must learn to strive for improvement
rather than to simply put in the time (Oare, 2011). They accomplish more
and enjoy practice more when they work to accomplish goals rather than
practice for a required amount of time. !

!
A clear mental image or standard or goal is the basis of efficient practice; without a
model students would be lost in the practice room (Fortney, 1992). !
!
1) Student would use exemplars from the videos for their instrument first found here:!
!
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!
!
!
!
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2) Students would use the !
!
!
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!
!
!
!
videos to guide themselves
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
towards mastery in a particular
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
skill or technique. The idea is
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
to watch the video and !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
then practice matching the
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
modeled technique, either !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
independent of the video or
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
with it.
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3) Throughout their !
practice session students will!
use the reflective log to !
self-regulate and analyze what!
went well in their practice and!
what exactly did they could !
improve upon during their next!
practice session !
(Zimmerman, 1998).!
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The Note reading Challenge !
uses the software Tenuto (below)!
which provides immediate !
feedback for students on their !
level of reading notation. Then,!
students enter their score from!
tenuto into the log (right).

For further information!
!Please contact brendan.galvin@tu.edu. More information on this and
related projects can be obtained at www.tu.edu.!

